
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a senior linux administrator. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for senior linux administrator

Participate in the continuous improvement process for refining the
architecture, performance and scalability
Build infrastructure to deploy and support our high-growth mission critical,
healthcare web application for the storage and sharing of medical content
Lead the effort to build and implement automated deployment and
management tools and processes for efficiency and consistency
Build and maintain complex Internet-facing environments
Participate in developing, refining and executing a formal Promote-to-
Production process
Manage third-party product and services vendors and participate in 24x7 on-
call support rotation schedule
Perform daily duties of backups, maintenance on applications and OS,
patching, tuning, scripting, automating tasks, and troubleshooting
Configure the environment based on requested changes
You will also provide necessary instruction and documentation for change
requests, installing operating systems, loading (installing) COTS products,
and configuring operating systems and COTS products
The systems administrator shall possess knowledge of tracking and analyzing
performance and resource utilization of the assigned systems, and shall have
experience in recommending changes, upgrades, and enhancements based
on the technical analysis

Qualifications for senior linux administrator

Example of Senior Linux Administrator Job
Description
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Minimum 4-5 years of UNIX/Linux system administration experience with a
large infrastructure and organization
Must have experience with handling online environments with multimillion
user base and millions of active users
Must have firm understanding of Linux internals and experience in the design,
implementation and maintenance of UNIX/Linux based infrastructures
Should possess good programming skills in scripting languages like
Perl/Shell/Python
6+ years HBA, Linux, NAS, Red Hat Linux, SAN experience required · Storage
skills desirable
Operating System support Linux, and Linux builds � Experience with
Datastage � Application Server Support (WebLogic, Java, JBOSS, TOMCAT)
� Network Storage and SAN exposure � Shell scripting, SQL, Unix �
Introscope (this is our performance monitor for RCA, ) � Unix File system
structure (SAN, NAS, VTIER, ACFS) � Load Balance knowledge (Resonate, )
�


